A350
Clean Sheet - Clean Start

AIR SPACE
cabin for an exclusive in-flight experience

- Typical 3-class seating from 300 up to 410 with wide panoramic windows
- Latest generation In-Flight Entertainment system with on-board WiFi
- Largest overhead bins
- Full LED mood lighting

Support: Around-the-clock, around the globe assistance
Airbus Services: a complete portfolio of end-to-end lifecycle products and service

The Quietest widebody cabin
Clean air via HEPA* filters
Air renewed every 2-3 min
Balanced temperature throughout the flight

Fuel burn & CO₂ emissions advantage**
Over 70% of the airframe is made from advanced materials
Includes state-of-the-art technologies and aerodynamics
Rolls-Royce Trent XWB engines the most efficient large engine in-service
True long range leader flying up to 9,700 nm***
 Quietest in its class with 50% noise footprint reduction**

Airbus Family commonality
Common type rating with A330/A350

*HEPA High-Efficiency Particulate Arrestors. **vs previous generation aircraft. ***ULR configuration.